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This must-have for little learners is the ideal tool for teaching new words in both English and

Spanish. There are over 100 eye-catching photographs of food, pets, toys and more that children

will recognize from their everyday environment, each with big, bold labels printed underneath in both

English and Spanish. A great aid for building vocabulary and teaching sight words in both

languages.
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Roger Priddy's passion for educating children through fun, informative and engaging books has led

him to create some of publishing's most enduring and successful non-fiction early learning books.

Roger lives in London with his wife and four children, who have been the inspiration behind many of

his best publishing ideas.

This would've been an excellent bilingual book but it has so many typos. How do I teach my son

Spanish when you're telling him that socks are strawberries??!

Wow...I was pleasantly surprised at the quality of this book !!! The book was bright, colorful and

large. I bought it for a gift and had no idea how much fun it would add to the baby shower I was



giving. My spanish speaking guests had fun laughing at us non-spanish speaking guests as we tried

to figure out how to pronounce the spanish version of the words. LOL It gave us all a chance to

bond and help each other learn new words...so I can confirm this book is great for adults to learn by

also. ;-) My rating for the book is a solid 5 stars...but my rating for the packaging would not be. I

would buy this book again if needed...but would want better packaging. The book was shipped in an

over sized box without any paper, bubble wrap or packaging of any kind inside, allowing the book to

slide around in the box during shipping and denting the edges of the book in like an accordion. This

was not the sellers fault as they are not the ones that shipped it,  did, so I did not knock any stars off

for the shipping issues as I am rating the book and seller and see no reason to ding them for

something out of their control.

My 20 month old son really enjoys this book. It has wonderful pictures and is super colorful. It does

however annoy me that with only 100 words, there are several repeats....duck, fish, boat..Also the

photos of the babies emotional verbs, such as laugh, and cry, aren't clear, the 'crying' baby just has

his mouth open, looking maybe slightly annoyed, but doesn't really look sad at all.Decent book, but

could be a lot better.

I very rarely write reviews due to time constraints, but I really had to come online to recommend this

book to parents who want to teach their children Spanish. My two year old loves this book and

within a week learned most of the words. The first thing he does when he wakes up is to pick up this

book and start reciting the words he knows. I think he likes the big pages with pig pictures where he

can hit on the picture asking me what it is and once he knows the words then he would say it after

hitting it. I love the fact that it has round edges, vibrant colors, and it is sturdy  great quality.

And what I love the most that it is not a 2-minute book like most of the books on the market, it

actually has 100 words to learn, great learning material for kids  even for my husband. I think

this might be the best online purchase I made.

Bigger than I would have liked for a board book but still great. They fixed the errors that other

reviewers were talking about.

Love the bright pictures and colors. Would be nice if it didn't also show the English word to confuse.

They already make one in English for English words. Would be nice if it showed non-native

speakers how to pronounce to make sure the words aren't being butchered. But for Spanish



speakers, it's lovely. The baby enjoys looking at it, pointing at the pictures, and turning the sturdy

pages. Too heavy for baby to pick up and chew on.

This is a great book for teaching your kids Spanish. I'm bilingual and want my daughter to learn a

few Spanish words while she is still young. This is a great way to do it! The pictures are vibrant and

keep her attention. It's a larger book so not easy for a baby to hold, but good to lay on the ground

and we sit next to it and point at the different pictures and say the words in Spanish. It's fun : )

My 7 year old daughter is obsessed with learning Spanish. She listens to others talk and then she

attempts to repeat. She is quite the parrot, a real copycat, and with things out there that can be

repeated without even understanding what it is you are saying because it is in another language, I

wanted her to learn what she was repeating before she repeated it. And this book is great for just

that. It will allow her to learn the basics and begin to understand the language that she is so eager

to speak.
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